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 ftp login linux !ot #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support channel, for all Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics (though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! jfgi: Do you have a Windows install on the same partition? geirha: i have two partitions on the same hard drive. ok I want to install Ubuntu on a separate partition i dont want to disturb my windows partition
however, I would like to access it in case of emergency ... are there any more information I could provide? jfgi: you can always install ubuntu on an external USB thats not the answer I was looking for :p jfgi: Why do you want to install ubuntu at all? i want to install ubuntu because I want to change my operating system to Linux and I also want to be able to access files from my Windows installation

jfgi: correct. Do you want the full... er... trial experience? Other option: sudo apt-get install lubuntu-desktop jfgi: You could create a separate ext4 partition for ubuntu, and just mount that partition on windows and use it as if it were a drive letter I want to be able to access files from my windows installation, both because it's much easier to copy them there, and because I'd prefer not to overwrite them
geirha: "it's easier to copy them"?? c'mon, theres no way you want to see a filesystem explorer well if I copy the files to a partition, it won't be able to access them on windows, right? Hm, maybe you should be using Windows for that? it's not that I want to access them on windows, just that the files will be on the same hard drive, 82157476af
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